Pregnancy Detail (PG) Section

BOX_01
=====

<p>| IF LOOPING ON ‘PREVIOUS ROUND PREGNANCY’ OR |
| ‘PREGNANCY 1’ (FROM CURRENT ROUND), CONTINUE WITH |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHERWISE, GO TO PG02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4-19
We recorded that (PERSON) (were/was) pregnant at the time of our last interview on {PREV RD INTV DATE}.

{(Are/Is)/(Were/Was)} (PERSON) {currently} pregnant {with that pregnancy} {on December 31, 1998}?

(CODE 3 IF RESPONDENT SAYS PERSON WAS NOT PREGNANT AT LAST INTERVIEW.)

YES .................................... 1 {PG03}
NO ..................................... 2
{NOT PREGNANT AT LAST INTERVIEW ....... 3 {BOX_02}}
REF ................................... -7 {BOX_02}
DK .................................... -8 {BOX_02}

[Code One]

DISPLAY 'We recorded that (PERSON) (were/was) pregnant at the time of our last interview on {PREV RD INTV DATE}.'; 'with that pregnancy'; 'CODE 3 IF RESPONDENT SAYS PERSON WAS NOT PREGNANT AT LAST INTERVIEW.'; AND 'NOT PREGNANT AT LAST INTERVIEW ...... 3 {BOX_02}' IF PERSON CODED AS 'STILL PREGNANT' AT LAST INTERVIEW AND LOOPING ON 'PREVIOUS ROUND PREGNANCY' FOR THIS PERSON. OTHERWISE, USE A NULL DISPLAY.

DISPLAY '(Are/Is)' IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY '(Were/Was)' IF ROUND 5.

DISPLAY 'currently' IF NOT ROUND 5. OTHERWISE, USE A NULL DISPLAY.

DISPLAY 'on December 31, 1998' IF ROUND 5. OTHERWISE, USE A NULL DISPLAY.

IF CODED '3' (NOT PREGNANT AT LAST INTERVIEW), FLAG ITEM FOR EVENT CLEANUP.
Did (PERSON)'s {most recent pregnancy/next most recent pregnancy/pregnancy that we talked about last time} end in a live birth?

{IF MORE THAN ONE PREGNANCY SINCE (START DATE), PROBE FOR OUTCOME OF (NEXT) MOST RECENT PREGNANCY.}

IF RESPONDENT VOLUNTEERS STILLBIRTH, MISCARRIAGE, OR ABORTION, CODE AS APPROPRIATE.

DO NOT PROBE A 'NO' RESPONSE. CODE 5, 'NO, OUTCOME NOT VOLUNTEERED.'

YES, ENDED IN A LIVE BIRTH ............. 1
NO, ENDED IN MISCARRIAGE ............. 2 {BOX_02}
NO, ENDED IN STILLBIRTH ............. 3 {BOX_02}
NO, ENDED IN ABORTION ............. 4 {BOX_02}
NO, OUTCOME NOT VOLUNTEERED ............ 5 {BOX_02}
REF ................................... -7 {BOX_02}
DK .................................... -8 {BOX_02}

[Code One]
SHOW CARD PG-1.

Looking at this card, which of these complications, if any, did (PERSON) experience during this pregnancy?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, TOXEMIA,
  PRE-ECLAMPSIA, OR ECLAMPSIA ........ 1
ANEMIA .................................. 2
DIABETES, GESTATIONAL DIABETES, OR
  HIGH BLOOD SUGAR .................... 3
LOW LYING PLACENTA (PLACENTA PREVIA) .. 4
VAGINAL BLEEDING ....................... 5
PREMATURE LABOR ....................... 6
NONE OF THESE COMPLICATIONS .......... 95
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8

[Code All That Apply]

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF SELECTED CONDITIONS.

---------------------------------------------------
| NOTE: CODE ‘95’ (NONE OF THESE COMPLICATIONS) |
| WILL NOT APPEAR ON THE SHOW CARD.             |
---------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------
| IF PG01 IS CODED '1' (YES), GO TO PG11          |
----------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------
| OTHERWISE, CONTINUE WITH PG04                   |
----------------------------------------------------

4-22
How many babies did (PERSON) deliver?

[Enter Small Number] .................
REF ...................................... -7
DK ........................................ -8

NOTE: IF PG04 IS CODED '7' (REFUSED) OR '-8' (DON'T KNOW), ASK ITEMS LOOP_01 TO END_LP01 ONCE.

SOFT RANGE CHECK: 1 TO 6 BABIES.

Where was the delivery - in a hospital, a birthing center separate from a hospital, at home, or some other place?

HOSPITAL ............................... 1 {PG06}
BIRTHING CENTER ........................ 2 {LOOP_01}
HOME ................................... 3 {LOOP_01}
SOME OTHER PLACE ...................... 91
REF ...................................... -7 {LOOP_01}
DK ........................................ -8 {LOOP_01}

[Code One]

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.
PG05OV
=====

ENTER OTHER:

[Enter Other Specify] ..................   {LOOP_01}
REF ................................... -7 {LOOP_01}
DK .................................... -8 {LOOP_01}

PG06
=====

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}  {STR-DT}
{END-DT}

What kind of delivery did (PERSON) have? Was it a vaginal delivery or a caesarean section?

VAGINAL DELIVERY ....................... 1
CAESAREAN SECTION ...................... 2 {LOOP_01}
REF ................................... -7 {LOOP_01}
DK .................................... -8 {LOOP_01}

[Code One]

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITIONS OF ANSWER CATEGORIES.

PG07
=====

{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}  {STR-DT}
{END-DT}

Were forceps used for the delivery?

YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF FORCEPS.
Did (PERSON) receive an epidural or a 'spinal' for pain?

YES .................................... 1
NO ..................................... 2
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8

PRESS F1 FOR DEFINITION OF EPIDURAL/SPINAL.

LOOP DEFINITION: LOOP_01 COLLECTS INFORMATION ABOUT EACH BABY BORN AS A RESULT OF THE PREGNANCY BEING ASKED ABOUT. THE NUMBER OF LOOP CYCLES IS DETERMINED BY THE RESPONSE TO PG04. LOOP_01 CYCLES THE NUMBER OF TIMES AS THE NUMBER CODED IN PG04. IF PG04 IS CODED '-7' (REFUSED) OR '-8' (DON'T KNOW), TREAT AS A '1' RESPONSE TO PG04; THAT IS, CYCLE THROUGH LOOP_01 ONCE.
How much did the (first/next) baby weigh at birth?

POUNDS AND OUNCES ......................... 1 [PG09OV1]
GRAMS .................................. 2 [PG09OV3]
REF ................................... -7 [PG10]
DK .................................... -8 [PG10]

[Code One]

---
| DISPLAY 'BABY #{n}' IF PG04 IS NOT CODED '1', |
| '-7' (REFUSED), OR '-8' (DON'T KNOW).         |
| DISPLAY THE NUMBER OF THE CURRENT LOOP CYCLE (FOR |
| LOOP_01) FOR 'n'.                           |
---

---
| RANGE CHECK:  2-15 FOR POUNDS; 0-15 FOR OUNCES; |
| 500-6800 FOR GRAMS.                           |
---

ENTER POUNDS:

[Enter Pounds] .........................
REF ................................... -7 [PG10]
DK .................................... -8 [PG10]
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PG09OV2
=======

PROBE FOR OUNCES IF NOT REPORTED.

ENTER OUNCES:

[Enter Ounces] .........................
REF .......................... -7
DK .......................... -8

---------------------------------------------------------------------
| IF THE RESPONSE TO PG09OV1 IS '5' FOR THE NUMBER OF POUNDS AND |
| PG09OV2 IS CODED '-7' (REFUSED) OR '-8' (DON'T KNOW), GO TO PG10 |
---------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------
| OTHERWISE, GO TO END_LP01 |
---------------------------------------------------------------------

PG09OV3
=======

ENTER GRAMS:

[Enter Grams] ......................... {END_LP01}
REF .......................... -7
DK .......................... -8
Did the (first/next) baby weigh less than five and a half pounds (2500 grams), five and a half to nine pounds (2500 to 4100 grams), or more than 9 pounds (4100 grams)?

- LESS THAN 5-1/2 POUNDS/2500 GRAMS ...... 1
- 5-1/2 TO 9 POUNDS/2500 TO 4100 GRAMS ... 2
- MORE THAN 9 POUNDS/4100 GRAMS ........... 3
- REF ................................... -7
- DK .................................... -8

[Code One]

END_LP01

| IF NUMBER OF BABIES DELIVERED (PG04) < NUMBER OF LOOP CYCLES COMPLETED, THEN CYCLE ON NEXT BABY. |
| OTHERWISE, END LOOP_01 AND GO TO BOX_02 |
{PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME}  {STR-DT}
{END-DT}

{How/As of December 31, 1998, how} many weeks or months pregnant
{(are/is)/(were/was)} (PERSON)?

[Enter Number of Weeks/Months] ...........
REF ..................................... -7 {PG12}
DK ...................................... -8 {PG12}

ENTER UNIT:

WEEKS .................................... 1 {BOX_02}
MONTHS ................................... 2 {BOX_02}
REF ...................................... -7
DK ...................................... -8

[Code One]

EDIT CHECK: 1-42 FOR WEEKS; 1-10 FOR MONTHS.
(PERSON'S FIRST MIDDLE AND LAST NAME)  {STR-DT}
{END-DT}

{(Are/Is)/As of December 31, 1998, (were/was)} (PERSON) less than 3 months pregnant, 3-6 months pregnant, or more than 6 months pregnant?

LESS THAN 3 MONTHS ..................... 1
3 TO 6 MONTHS .......................... 2
MORE THAN 6 MONTHS ..................... 3
REF ................................... -7
DK .................................... -8

[Code One]

| DISPLAY '(Are/Is)' IF NOT ROUND 5. DISPLAY 'As |
| of December 31, 1998, (were/was)' IF ROUND 5. |

BOX_02

| RETURN TO THE CE SECTION. |